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Chapter 1 : Vicious (Pretty Little Liars #16) read online free by Sara Shepard
Vicious is the 16th book in the Pretty Little Liars series and the last book of the main series. The book was released on
December 4th, The book was released on December 4th, Under the dust jacket, the front of the hardback book reads
"Ask me no questions and I'll tell you no lies.

The novel is divided into a series of four short stories, with each one focusing on the exploits of a specific girl.
Spencer and her family go to Nana Hastings mansion in Florida, and Spencer falls in love with a tennis player
named Colin at the country club. During the trip, Spencer and her mother also run into Mrs. Spencer also
decides to fight for Colin. Spencer and Melissa decide to team up to get revenge on Colin by putting crushed
Viagra in his Aminospa vitamin water right before his important tennis game. In the end, they all have a fun
vacation, but Spencer worries that someone has been following her. Eventually, the elves forgive Emily after
she bails them out of jail. It is revealed that A is blonde she will later be revealed as Alison as Emily sees a
blonde figure run off. Hanna joins a boot camp after thinking she gained too much weight at a holiday party.
She develops feelings for the instructor, Vince. She also develops a rival, Dinah, another girl who also likes
Vince. After agreeing to stop chasing Vince, she celebrates by going out for drinks with Dinah, where Dinah
admits she knew Alison. Hanna goes home drunk, causing her to oversleep. As she arrives at boot camp, she
discovers Vince and Dinah kissing, revealing that Dinah only pretended to be friends with Hanna to have
Hanna let down her guard. Hanna flees the scene, devastated, and is confronted by Kate, who, after receiving a
tip-off, followed Hanna around, taking unflattering photos of her at boot camp, which she threatens to put on
Facebook. Hanna counterattacks by showing Kate the pictures of her and Santa, causing Kate to back off.
Some of what Dinah said may be true such as she knew Alison. Aria goes with her father and Mike to Bear
Claw Resort, but leaves to go back home after finding out that Byron invited Meredith along as well.
Unfortunately, his travel visa only lasts for a week. Aria proposes the idea of marrying him, and the two head
off to Atlantic City to elope. At the hotel, they attend a magic show involving two panthers, which greatly
angers Halbjorn, who cares a lot about the environment. After convincing Halbjorn not to release the panthers,
they go back to the hotel. The next morning, Aria wakes up to find Halbjorn gone and his clothes missing as
well. Upon returning to Rosewood, she is joined by Mike and Byron, who know nothing about her marriage.
All of which comes true
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Chapter 2 : â€˜Pretty Little Liarsâ€™: How Does The Final Book In Sara Shepard's Franchise End? 'Viciou
Full of unexpected twists and shocking revelations, Vicious is the jaw-dropping final installment in New York Times
bestselling author Sara Shepard's compelling Pretty Little Liars series. Read more Read less.

Sunday, December 21, Vicious [Pretty Little Liars 16] In Rosewood, Pennsylvania, reporters are lined up
outside the historic courthouse, typing furiously at their iPhones with freshly manicured nails. Because the
trial of the century is happening right here in Rosewood: Ali is still out there, laughing as she watches the girls
go down for her murder. Aria tries to run away from it all but finds that life on the lam is even harder than life
as a liar. Spencer gets in touch with someone who can help her disappear--but when a guy from her past
reemerges, Spencer no longer knows what she wants. As the trial goes on and the outcome looks grim, the
girls are in their darkest hour yet. But maybe they can finally figure out how to beat Ali at her own game. We
get a glimpse of a triumphant if not slightly That makes no damn sense. They have lost everything. Hanna lost
her movie deal and invitation to go to the Fashion Institute in New York. They have gone through a feat of
lawyers and none of them believe that Ali is alive or setting them up. With jail never looking as real as now,
Spencer starts taking How to Survive in Jail lessons from a tutor who tells her the only way someone like her
is going to survive is if she avoid jail time. That trip quickly becomes a waste of time. Using the information
Nick gave them, Emily finds one of his families places that no one has checked out in Cape May. Emily
convinces her friends to go off to the coast to check it out. But of course the place turns out to be a dead in.
Heartbroken and finally giving in to their fate, the girls decide to stay for the night not realizing that something
is wrong with Emily. And something is wrong indeed. After all it was only the last book that the girl tried to
kill herself. She scribbles a note to her friends then takes to the sea. Spencer stupidly tries to dive in after her
but she is no match for them waves. Pretty quickly after all this, Aria is like, "Fuck this! Okay, Mike, whatever
you need to tell yourself at night. This is just going to make it so much harder on the both of you when Hanna
does go away because now you have to get a divorce. But no one listens to me! It is somewhere during this
mess that it is realized that Aria has flown the coup. You would think this would bring Hanna and Spencer
closer together but all the bad words not blood, words between them keeps them apart. Meanwhile, Aria hops
across the seas to Paris. From there she runs to the place that she and the Nick-she-knew was it Phineas? And
much to her and my surprise is is waiting for her but her boyfriend, Noel himself. They are happy for a while
until her old insecurities about Ali come up, her paranoia about being found and a huge fight that ends with
them both getting caught by Interpol and their asses being hauled back to the United States. Back home,
Hanna is happily planning her wedding. She invites her stepsister, Katie, but happily calls her dad and tells
him that his ass is not invited. And Spencer is now contemplating flying the coup as she and Wren reconnect.
Now that she and Melissa have a good relationship, she refuses to let him back into her life. However, Wren
wants her so bad, he goes and talks to her sister to get her blessing. She gives it and Spencer gives into him.
Also, her dad shows up and begs for her to allow him to walk her down the aisle I think he only wanted to for
a publicity stunt. Hanna forgives him and allows him stay but only lets her mom walk her down the alise. The
jury has decided Hanna passes out after sharing a scared-shitless look with her husband because in all their
planning they somehow never accounted for Hanna really going to jail. Next thing we know, the Liars are in
their orange suits in thrown in prision where there are enough Ali-Cats and just Ali-admirers to make them
crazy. Because someone is waiting for them She has Ali with her! It turns out Emily purposely faked her
death. So she fabricated that suicide letter so no one would come looking for her. I knew it made no sense for
her to die in that water. Anyone who knew her, knew she probably had the talents being a swimmer and all, to
survive. But it worked in her favor. She was declared dead and took a bus to Florida where she all-too-easily
found Ali and She was hiding Ali all along. Emily calls the cops as she spots Mrs. DD then Ali comes out with
a gun. But it is too late, the cops are already here. The cop quickly catches her and Emily exposes her as a
dead-girl. Ali tries to refute this claim but Mrs. All the charges against the Liars get dropped, Ali gets thrown
into jail and everyone ends up happy. Aria and Noel make up and she agrees to leave her Ali-insecurities in
the past. They decide to try and travel Europe again, but this time while not being on the run. Mike and Hanna
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move to NYC. She gets her movie role back and back into the Fashion Institute while he transfers to a high
school in New York while they live in a apartment together. Emily goes off by herself for a bit and learns how
to surf and finds a new flirtation. Spencer and Wren get back together and she takes a year off from Princeton.
Meanwhile, Ali bides her time. Otherwise, this entire book was just a filler until the end. It only took 16 books
and a re-boot! If the DD family lived in a different town before they moved to Rosewood, then when did Mrs.
Hastings meet and have the affair that conceived Ali and Country? If this is answered and I missed it, please
let me know because I sure am wondering.
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Chapter 3 : Pretty Little Liars Series by Sara Shepard
Vicious is the explosive conclusion to Sara Shepard's #1 New York Times bestselling Pretty Little Liars series, perfect
for fans of the hit ABC Family original TV show based on the series.

The actual end of the PLL series. Please let it be so. We start with an epigraph from Orson Welles, a man who
in all honesty would have been very unlikely to appreciate the PLL series. We also find out that she has yet
another secret helper. Who is it this time? We jump straight into stupidity, as Spencer preps for her time in
prison by visiting Angela, a prison expert whose book she has read. Nick gives them some cryptic clue about
his Grandma Betty in Cape May, and the girls rush off in hot pursuit of a resident named Barbara Maxwell,
since apparently Betty is short for Barbara now? Much like Emily, who suddenly takes it into her head to walk
into the sea and drown herself, and promptly disappears. I guess they really want to see the back of her. The
remaining PLLs promptly fall out with each other, since they are a bunch of babies. Meanwhile Aria sensibly
decides to run away to Paris to escape the trial. In an even stupider move, Hanna agrees to marry Mike even
though he proposes with a lacrosse bracelet rather than an engagement ring, and more significantly is a
pathetic child and has no business getting married. Instead we have to endure pages of gushing over bridal
gowns and wedding-cake tastings, which seems to me to be taking focus away from the ongoing murder trial
somewhat. Why would all the involved parents sign paperwork agreeing that two year-olds who have been
dating for a matter of months can get married just before one of them potentially goes to gaol for life? The
whole thing is beyond a joke. Yet more stupidity, as Aria inconspicuously takes a taxi from Paris to
Amsterdam to continue lying low, before checking into a hostel using her own ID. It then turns out that Noel
has magically predicted exactly where Aria will be, just outside the only Amsterdam tourist attraction Shepard
has bothered to look up, and times things perfectly to bump into her. In other irrelevant love-life news,
Melissa and Darren are engaged and going to have a baby? Why the hell should I care about that? Even the
lawyer seems to have better things to do, judging by how ill-informed he is on the case. This proves that
Spencer has learnt absolutely nothing from the whole surrogate-mother-con-artist debacle. Aria and Noel are
swiftly captured by Interpol due to the fact that they are moronic. We also find out that Hanna is being married
by a rabbi. Are the Marins Jewish? When did this happen? The wedding itself is tasteless, sentimental crap
which takes up far too many pages. It would be literally impossible to pick a more banal series of subjects.
The whole bizarre multiple-murder-fake-identity-secret-twin-trial-of-the-century thing seems to be barely on
the radar of either the characters or the author. Eventually Shepard gets bored of soppy crap and we rush to the
courthouse for the verdict, which the jury have suddenly reached on a Sunday morning. She seems to be the
only one they have anything on, even if it is only a video of her looking a bit shouty and smashing stuff.
Naturally amongst the stereotypical prison inmates there are several Ali Cats, because apparently they
absolutely fucking everywhere. Fortunately the girls are rescued from this hell less than 24 hours after they
enter it by an exciting and totally unforeseen new development. How best to follow up this clue? Obviously by
faking her own suicide in a dangerous manner, like a completely selfish bitch. Although admittedly it is
impressive that she was thorough enough to provide fake chapter narration in an attempt to fool the reader as
well as her friends. It turns out that Ali has cunningly been hiding with her mother this whole time, as has
been hinted throughout the book. She is also plain and fat now, as evil manifests itself in such a form. Let that
be a lesson to you, teen girl readers. A judge then immediately frees everyone except Ali and tells them all to
go home, because who cares how the law works? Everything is perfect, and even Emily gets a random new
girlfriend thrown in at the last minute, since Shepard forgot to write one into the actual story. Everyone lives
happily ever after. But waitâ€¦a horror still lurks. And when that day comes she will unstrap Alison
DiLaurentis, and let her loose on the world once more. And when the horror returns, who will save us? Worst
Names Camp Rutabaga â€” why would you name a camp after a swede?
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Chapter 4 : The Spoiler Queen: Vicious [Pretty Little Liars #16]
Vicious (Pretty Little Liars Series #16) by Sara Shepard #1 New York Times bestselling series The explosive conclusion
to the #1 New York Times bestselling series that inspired the hit ABC Family TV show Pretty Little Liars.

The book was released on December 4th, Because the trial of the century is happening right here in
Rosewood: Ali is still out there, laughing as she watches the girls go down for her murder. Aria tries to run
away from it all but finds that life on the lam is even harder than life as a liar. Spencer gets in touch with
someone who can help her disappearâ€”but when a guy from her past reemerges, Spencer no longer knows
what she wants. As the trial goes on and the outcome looks grim, the girls are in their darkest hour yet. But
maybe they can finally figure out how to beat Ali at her own game. Because once upon a time, she was just a
pretty little liar too. Spencer has been "preparing" for prison and meets someone who may be able to help her
escape if she gives her a lot of money, she is also very close to Melissa now, but her mother may as well have
disowned her. Hanna and Aria are both comfortable with their boyfriends who are very supportive. However
once they have skipped bail, The Liars have no luck finding Ali and decide to stay over for a night at a motel.
The next chapter goes to Emily, after writing a note for the girls to read she ventures out to sea where she
believes it may be happy. Spencer tries to save her however she just gets injured herself. Emily is then
pronounced dead. Spencer then has lots of hospital appointments where she sees an old flame - Wren! Wren
apologies for cheating on her in the past and although she tried to resist, she started to fall for him again. After
realizing that his girlfriend could be facing prison for life, Mike decides to propose to Hanna and they begin
going crazy trying to plan a fabulous wedding in such a short space of time. Just before the girls are fitted with
trackers on their legs, Aria makes a run for it! Flying all over the world she escapes just in time and starts to
travel across Europe. Meanwhile, Noel manages to find Aria and they begin to stay off the radar together.
Hanna starts to miss her friends, even as much to order Aria, Spencer and Emily headbands to wear to her
wedding. At the wedding she and Spencer who has started a relationship with Wren despite her plans to leave
town make up and The Liars are reunited! After being stopped from running away by Wren, Spencer as well
as the other liars are called to court for an urgent meeting, where they meet with lawyers and a very proud
Emily. The book then cuts back to Emily before writing her suicide note. D had been protecting Ali and
putting all clues together Emily called the police and began a conversation with Mrs. D about how she knew
she was keeping Alison hidden in her home. This lead to Mrs. Then, cutting back to The Liars reuniting with
Emily, they then see Alison being arrested and find out that they are now free. The epilogue then skips 6
months. Spencer is still with Wren and they are happy. Hanna was given her role back on Burn it Down and
all the girls are seen at the premiere. Emily is still emotional but with Alison in prison she no longer needs to
worry. The girls are seen having fun with their "A" free lives, living as innocent people, going to school and
living with their significant others.
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Chapter 5 : Vicious (Pretty Little Liars Series #16) - free PDF, CHM, EPUB, FB3
Vicious [Pretty Little Liars #16] In Rosewood, Pennsylvania, reporters are lined up outside the historic courthouse, typing
furiously at their iPhones with freshly manicured nails. Because the trial of the century is happening right here in
Rosewood: the four pretty little liars have been accused of killing Alison DiLaurentis.

Running away from your school, your town, your home, even your family and friends, and starting over
somewhere else. Changing how you look, what you like, who you are. Your past and future would be a blank
canvas. And it would suck to have the people back home worry about you, going so far as to, say, put your
face on a milk carton. And to her four enemies, it might mean the end of their pretty little livesâ€”forever. The
first thing Alison DiLaurentis noticed when she woke up was how buttery-soft her sheets were. Her down
pillow was fluffy, and her blanket smelled like fresh fabric softener. A band of sun streaming in from the
window warmed her legs, and a bird chirped euphorically in the trees. It was like she was sleeping in paradise.
She sat up and stretched, then broke into a grin as it hit her again. Score another win for Ali D. She picked up
the remote and turned on the small television at the foot of the bed, which was already set to CNN. Pretty
Little Murderers Go to Trial. The reporters recounted the tantalizing tale of how the four girls had brutally
murdered Alison DiLaurentis and were now on trial, facing life in prison. It details how the girls methodically
captured and tortured her. Seth Rubens, read the caption under his name. He was the lawyer representing the
girls. Stay here for full coverage. So far, so good. Everyone bought that she was really dead, and everyone
thought those bitches had killed her. But it had pissed her off that things had gone so wrong. When shit started
to go down and the Liars spiraled out of control, Ali and Nick started rumors that the bitches had a suicide
pactâ€”and spread it to the press, to kids at school via Facebook, even to random people around Rosewood.
Knowing the girls were looking for Ali, Ali and Nick laid out clues to her whereabouts, luring them to the
basement of a ramshackle building in Rosewood. The girls were supposed to die down there. The cops were
supposed to come after it was all over, when Ali and Nick had safely escaped, and think it was a group
suicide. Somehow, the girls had been saved, and the cops had hauled Nick off to prison. Ali had gotten away,
but worry plagued her. You have to get them, she thought. You have to finish this. And so she had. She
twisted her relationship with Nick into something sordid and abusive, poor little sick Ali dragged into a
murderous rampage with no way of escape. Nick killed my sister. Nick killed Jenna Cavanaugh. She wrote
that Nick had barely cared for her after the Poconos fire and forced her to take part in more nefarious
activities, threatening to kill her if she told anyone or tried to leave. She wrote about clawing her way out of
that basement to get away from him. Several entries talked about how wonderful it felt to be freeâ€”but how
scary, too.
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Chapter 6 : Pretty Little Liars (book series) - Wikipedia
Full of unexpected twists and shocking revelations, Vicious is the jaw-dropping final installment in New York Times
bestselling author Sara Shepard's compelling Pretty Little Liars series. + Read more.

Production[ edit ] Originally developed as a television series by book packaging company Alloy
Entertainment , the idea was described as " Desperate Housewives for teens. Jenna Marshall is played by
Tammin Sursok. A TV tie-in of the second book "Flawless" featuring an altered Season 3 poster was released
on December 28, Troian Bellisario portrays Spencer Hastings. Spencer is an extreme perfectionist who likes
to please her wealthy family and her friends. She is very competitive and an overachiever. Ashley Benson
portrays Hanna Marin. Hanna used to have an eating disorder. Over the course of the series, Hanna cares more
about the people around her and tries to protect herself and her friends. She is loyal and strong. She has had
few love affairs through the series. Lucy Hale portrays Aria Montgomery , an artsy chameleon who is very
intelligent, caring, and has a good sense of style. Aria spent some time as a "goth". She wore black, punk-like
clothing and had pink highlights in her hair. When Aria and her family moved back to Rosewood, she was no
longer a "goth" as she used to be, she was a girly-girl. Ian Harding portrays Ezra Fitz , an English teacher at
Rosewood High who begins a relationship with Aria which causes a lot of tension due to her being his student.
Bianca Lawson portrays Maya St. Germain , a new girl who moves into Rosewood and develops a relationship
with Emily, becoming her first girlfriend. She is killed in the season 2 finale by Lyndon James. She is working
as a member of the bank until she is arrested as the suspected murderer of Darren Wilden. She is released
when Mona takes the blame for murder and Pastor Ted posts her bail. She then begins working for Mrs
DiLaurentis until her death when she chooses to leave as Jason takes over which causes tension due to their
past relationship. After the 5 year time jump, she has now turned Radley into a fancy hotel and is working as
the manager. He is the center of one of the first story lines due to him having an affair with one of his students
at Hollis causing all sorts of issues with his family. Due to this, he and Ella get a divorce but later re-marry in
season 6 with Aria as their officiator. Chad Lowe was the first cast member to direct an episode of the series,
followed by Troian Bellisario. Shay Mitchell portrays Emily Fields. Emily is the sporty one in the group. She
is the best swimmer on the high school swim team, and eventually becomes a coach of the team. Emily is a
shy closeted lesbian in the beginning of the series, in love with Alison DiLaurentis. Sasha Pieterse portrays
Alison DiLaurentis , the former "Queen Bee" of her clique, and the most popular girl in school before her
disappearance. Charming and manipulative , Alison managed to manipulate all four of her friends in one way
or another and is skilled at finding ways to blackmail others. It was later revealed that Alison is alive and was
on the run from "A". Janel Parrish portrays Mona Vanderwaal , the original and first "A". Jessica is the mother
to Alison and Jason, while Mary is revealed to be the mother of Charlotte, and Spencer and Alex. Mary was
admitted to Radley Sanitarium for most of her life, but has now returned to Rosewood. The premiere was
number two in the hour for total viewers, which generated 2. It was the dominant number one of its time slot
in Adults 18â€”49, and the number one show in female teens. On June 28, , ABC Family ordered 12 more
episodes of the show, bringing its total first-season order to The second half of the third season began airing
on January 8, and finished March 19, Pretty Little Liars returned for Season 4 on June 11, On March 25, , it
was again announced that Pretty Little Liars had been renewed for a fifth season scheduled for a air date and a
new spin off show entitled Ravenswood would begin airing after the season four annual Halloween special in
October Marlene King announced that Pretty Little Liars would be ending after the seventh season had aired.
The second half of the seventh season will begin airing later than previous season, in April instead of January.
Metacritic gave the pilot episode 52 out of , based upon 14 critical reviews. Great production all around, the
writing keeps the viewer on their toes, and the acting just reinforces it. The overall mystery of the show in the
end is dark and unpredictable, even stepping into the slasher film realm. Actually, it is half-good, if that makes
sense.
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Chapter 7 : Vicious | Pretty Little Liars Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Pretty Little Liars # Vicious - Ebook written by Sara Shepard. Read this book using Google Play Books app on your PC,
android, iOS devices. Download for offline reading, highlight, bookmark or take notes while you read Pretty Little Liars #
Vicious.

Vicious Characters Although the series features an extensive cast of characters of varying significance, the
novels focus predominantly on six main characters: Spencer Hastings Spencer Hastings An extremely
competitive girl who strives for perfection in everything she does. A high-strung over-achiever, Spencer is
willing to do whatever it takes to win, often to the detriment of herself and others. She is often quick to jump
to conclusions and suffers from IED. When she attends a summer program at Penn to improve her GPA, she
becomes addicted to Easy A, leading her to frame a friend for possession in order to get admitted to Princeton.
In Ruthless, she experiences hallucinations and paranoiac while suffering from withdrawal and guilt over her
actions. Hanna Marin Hanna Marin A pretty, popular girl who struggles with both bulimia and anorexia due to
insecurities about her appearance. Flighty and occasionally air-headed, Hanna often acts purely on impulse.
For a short time, Hanna is sent to a mental institution, her father believing her eating disorders would resurface
due to stress. Aria Montgomery Aria Montgomery An artistic, independent girl whose family moved back to
Rosewood after her father took a three-year sabbatical in Iceland. Aria often feels out of place in Rosewood
and tends to be attracted to older, more worldly men, which frequently causes conflicts for her. Emily Fields
Emily Fields Emily is a dedicated swimmer and a shy girl with a sweet personality. She is bisexual, a fact
which she takes great pains to hide until she is outed by the first "A". Although at first, her parents make
attempts to "de-gay" her, they eventually come to accept her. Best friends with Alison, Emily was also in love
with her, which caused her great anguish and continuously affects her judgment in the present. It was revealed
in Twisted that she had hidden an accidental pregnancy from her family, later giving her child up for adoption.
Despite this, she received a swimming scholarship to attend UNC. Unfortunately, she never got to have the
full middle school experience as her twin sister Courtney fooled their parents into taking Ali to the mental
institute instead of her. When she first arrives in Rosewood Day in third grade, Alison holds commanding
reign over the school, with every girl wanting to be her and every guy wanting to date her. During a Thursday
afternoon in sixth grade, Ali spots a flyer for the Time Capsule Tradition and boasts that she will have a piece
flag given to her by her brother Jason. That weekend, Courtney was home from The Radley , her old mental
institute that was being turned into a hotel, in order to switch to a new clinic, The Preserve at
Addison-Stevens. However, Courtney spots them shortly after arguing with Ali and immediately comes out
and pretends to be her sister. Courtney was more popular than Ali, and Ali forced Courtney to be Ali. Fed up
by this, Courtney attacked Alison because she was sick of her tormenting her. The family moved to Rosewood
and Courtney was placed at The Radley, a mental institute. She occasionally came home on the weekends, but
she was forced to stay in the house, as the DiLaurentis family pretended they only had two children Jason and
Alison. She stayed there for about three years until the Radley was closed down. One weekend, when
Courtney was switching from the Radley to the Preserve, she got into a fight with Ali and took her ring.
Hanna, Aria, Emily, and Spencer wanted to steal the piece of the flag Ali bragged about for the Time Capsule
competition. Courtney saw them sneaking around the yard and talked to them for a while. And her plan
worked. She was now Alison DiLaurentis. Now Courtney was best friends with Emily, Aria, Spencer, and
Hanna, and in one way or another, she learned all of their deepest secrets. Courtney mysteriously disappears
one night at a sleepover, at the end of seventh grade.
Chapter 8 : Pretty Little Liars # Vicious - Sara Shepard - Google Books
Vicious is the 16th book in the Pretty Little Liars series and the last book of the main series. The book will be released
on December 4th, The book will be released on December 4th, Contents.
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Chapter 9 : Vicious (Pretty Little Liars, #16) by Sara Shepard
Pretty Little Liars is a series of young adult novels by Sara racedaydvl.coming with 's initial novel of the same name, the
series follows the lives of four girls - Spencer Hastings, Hanna Marin, Aria Montgomery and Emily Fields.
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